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About This Game

Oh no!! You've fallen from grace. The dungeon master has doomed you to clean the Dungeon.

Not only you have to clean up the daily mess of the so called "heroes" who keep on attacking the dungeon every day. You also
have to refill the treasure chest, reactivate the traps and feed the monsters.

When they get hungry, they get louder and louder. If they wake up the dungeon master, he will kill you.

Beware of Spiders. Never walk underneath them.

Clean your way up to the top of the dungeon, and the master will set you free.

"The Caretaker - Dungeon Nightshift" is a fun and challenging Dungeoncrawler with a fresh and unique gameplay.

Discover three different dungeon designs.
Each one comes with three different dungeons, each with three expansions.

So you have to clean your way throughout twenty-seven Levels, to be free again.

Plan your tasks, to fulfill your job within the short nights.

Features:
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Unique Gameplay
27 Levels

3 Different dungeon designs
Jumpscares
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Title: The Caretaker - Dungeon Nightshift
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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Publisher:
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English,German
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The Antithesis of the "Princess Maker" type of games. This game is of mature subject matter, and while nothing explicit is
shown or stated outright, it is there inbetween the lines.

Aside from the obvious murdering of your faux daughters.

Things to Expect:

Repetition without a mix-up of gameplay.

A decidedly gothic story for a gothic setting.

You play as a villainous character.

A game length of roughly 4-5 hours, more if you chase after achievements.

Waifus? If you're into that sort of thing. You do have to murder them to complete the game.

Story
The driving force of the whole process of murder is Faust's desire to restore life to his deceased daughter. There is little to the
game's story beyond that and it's ultimate conclusion. There are small tid-bits of world building given by the villiagers. But
ultimately the narrative focuses on Faust and his mad science. There is little left for self-interpretation, and the tone of the story
is constant through the whole of the game. Make no mistake, this is a horror story.

Gameplay
The core of the game is resource management. You have Gold, various alchemical ingrediants, various gifts, ritual items, and
the monster daughters to keep an eye on. Gold pays for ingrediants, ingrediants are combined into monster daughters, gifts are
given to the daughters to make them happy, you make them work for gold to buy everything but more monster girls.

Your faux daughters are then sacrificed to begin a "High-Low" guessing game. Finding the exact amount of Joy, Sadness,
Anger, and Fear needed to constitute a soul completes the game. There are a few ways to completely lose, in which the game
auto-deletes your save file and forcing you start over from the beginning. Those ways are:

Letting your daughter's body (the non-monster) rot totally.

Treating 20 monster daughters poorly enough that they run away from your home.

Failing to complete tasks taken by villagers, thus killing their trust in you. (Have yet to test or see if this is an end state.)

Aesthetics
The game does not perpetuate any sort of mood beyond somber, horrific, and unsettling. The art is appropriately dismal but with
a hint of elegant wonder. There are a couple instances of flounder mouth, but does not ruin the art. The music is a simple loop
of a single track, sparing a couple of differing scores to fit various cutscenes. It does its job.

Conclusion
I'd reccomend this game only to those that enjoy horror, and aren't terribly emotional over losing female characters they name.
If you ever wanted to be a mad scientist and execute horrible experiements on a whim, this may tickle you. The story had me
intrigued enough to finish it, and while the ending sort of threw me for a loop, I can appreciate what the writers were
attempting. It was fitting, if clumsily executed.. i dont recommend this game it has bad graphics bad ai and is very liner. The
Tape, developed by Kazakov Oleg, is a first person horror game based in the rural outskirts of American suburbia. You play as a
nameless detective, on the lookout for a girl who had recently gone missing. He had compiled enough clues to pinpoint the girl’s
last known location; an abandoned home nestled in the forest. It is your job to investigate the house and gather whatever
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information is available. Armed with nothing but your camcorder, you unwillingly uncover the presence of a mysterious cult
operating in the area. Through them, you hope to find the girl and escape with your life.

Right off the bat, I want to make something clear; I really didn’t want to give this game a thumb down. The atmosphere is
spectacular, the mystery is intriguing, it’s got some awesome concepts, and it’s creepy as ♥♥♥♥. But sadly, every time The
Tape managed to scare me or do something brilliant, it does something equally stupid and unappealing.

First, let’s talk gameplay. There is none. You walk and doors open automatically as you approach them. I have no problem with
this. In fact, I’ve played quite a few games with limited mechanics that still entertained me from start to finish. I mean, it’s the
atmosphere and suspense that counts in these types of games, so I was willing to forgive it for that. And let me tell you, the first
few minutes of this game are great! The crappy camcorder effects were really appealing to me and added to the environment,
and exploring the first level’s abandoned house was straight up creepy.

But… like I said earlier, the game took a step back shortly afterwards. You see, about midway through the second level, you
have to make your way past some cultists, who patrol down a series of pathways. If one sees you, he runs at full speed, torch
raised high, and proceeds to bonk you on the head in an overdramatic fashion. I laughed my head off when this first happened,
and due to your painfully slow speed, there’s no way of outrunning them. So I was totally sucked from the experience thanks to
The Tape’s horrible stealth section.

The Tape has some truly good moments, but a handful of bugs, a stupid maze puzzle, and an unsatisfying ending just don’t make
up for them. You can easily beat this game in under an hour, and seeing as how the bonus levels are uninspired and boring, I just
can’t find it in myself to recommend this game.. I really love this game, so addictive, i love how you can play with real teams
and players, so clear, love the videos of the deliveries. highly recommend this game if you love cricket. Definitley worth the
certainly reasonable price. Lancashire all the way!!!. Most of the objects that you pick up need to used right away and
"adventure tasks" and usually contained to 1-2 areas, so there isn't much to explore. Story related tasks ("find the clues at crime
scenes") seem artificial and tedious, I found myself mostly skipping them or got past them by clicking randomly while the Skip
button was charging (those tasks require no skill whatsoever and are simply frustrating). Apart from that the game is rather, you
can easily finish it in under 2h. There are a lot of much better games from the same developer, I would not bother unless you've
picked it up in a bundle.. Lost Cities is one of the great warmup games available. It's fairly quick, exciting, and at times nail
biting.

It's one of our old favorites from Knizia. This is a complete and total reproduction of the card game. True to form and very very
well done! Totally worth your purchase.. the combat system kinda sucks and right now the game is full of bugs. I like simple
first-person shooters, and man... I would've definitely enjoyed this game if it weren't for the fact that you're stuck in a stationary
position. The zombies just get up in your face way too quickly, eventually making it hard to see where you're aiming at or who's
attacking you - and then you die. It would have worked so much better as a regular first-person shooter, in my opinion. With a
lot more tuning, it would probably have been fun as a "stationary gun turret" game as well. If, for instance, the zombies had
spawned further away from you and been slower, that would have made a big difference. Unfortunately, as it is now, I can't
recommend this game.
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This is a fun song to play on Bass. You should play it on Bass.. I killed a guy with a fish once. Good game.. I love these kinds of
light strategy games.

Pros:
Easy enough.
Always seems that if I don't pay careful attention I end up hurting myself.
Feels like you have lots of options in the load out of your Vikings, and you can play it how you want to play it if you are willing
to work for the hats that make your strategy work.
There's a good amount of game, especially if you want most of the achievements.

Cons:
I seemed to have an issue if I let a Viking die in front of another Viking, the one left alive would not step past the dead Vikings
last spot. Think that's a bug.
Didn't like that if you got stuck on a round the only option to restart was either to let yourself die, or restart all levels in that
round. I suspect that's to stop you from messing with the inventory in sneaky ways, but you can already do that with the current
setup if a chest appears on the first level.
Some of the achievements are grindy. (Road to Valhalla X )
Road to Valhalla IX achievement basically says you need to convince 19 of your friends to buy the game. Uh.... That sounds
kinda cash grabby.

I got this in a bundle, so it was like less then a buck. Based on that it gets a big thumbs up....... Definitely worth that. At the Ten
store price, I'd actually give a negative. If you get it on sale for 3-5 that's probably good.. i am a big fan of multiplayer rts games,
and cannot recommend this game.....NOBODY EVER ONLINE!!!!!! EVER!!! So if you buy this game, consider it a single
player only. Damn shame cause i thing it would be a good multiplayer rts game.. Secret of Monkey Island for furries.. This is it.
This takes the cake. This is the worst Steam game I have ever had the misfortune to play. Due to psychological trauma am I not
able to recount the events at this time. Please. Do NOT buy. This is not even funny bad. It is just boring and unplayable.
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